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Assignment #2: ML – higher-order functions & algebraic data types

Note: Your solution must be submitted in a file named hw2.sml.

Overview
This assignment focuses on the use of and implementation of higher-order functions (i.e., functions that take as

arguments or return other functions). Such functions are used to provide abstractions over common structures of
computation (such as common patterns of recursion) to allow the user to focus on the aspects of the computation
that are particular to the problem being solved. Higher-order functions are used frequently in a functional style of
programming in a variety of languages including ML, JavaScript, Java, C#, Rust, Swift, Scala, and Kotlin.

This assignment also introduces the use of algebraic data types which allow the programmer to introduce new
types representing domain specific data.

Note: Though each part asks that you “write a function”, you are always allowed to write additional helper/utility
functions to simplify the implementation of the required function. This is good design in most languages, and is
extremely important in this language where you will often write recursive solutions.

Mutation
As before, your solutions may not use mutation.

Part 1

both: ((’a → bool) * (’a → bool)) → ’a → bool
Write a function named both that takes a pair of predicates and a value, v, of any type, and that returns true

if v satisfies both predicates.

For example,

- both (fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20) 10;

val it = true : bool

- both (fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20) 100;

val it = false : bool

Part 2

satisfiesAll: (’a → bool) list * ’a → bool
Write a function named satisfiesAll that takes a list of predicates and a value, v, of any type, and that returns

true if v satisfies every predicate in the list.

For example,

- satisfiesAll ([], 10);

val it = true : bool

- satisfiesAll ([fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20], 10);

val it = true : bool

- satisfiesAll ([fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20], 100);

val it = false : bool

- satisfiesAll ([fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20, fn x => x mod 2 = 0], 10);

val it = true : bool

- satisfiesAll ([fn x => x > 0, fn x => x < 20, fn x => x mod 2 = 0], 11);

val it = false : bool

Part 3

mapSome: (’a → ’b option) → ’a list → ’b list
Write a function named mapSome that takes a function, f, and a list. The mapSome function returns a list of

values extracted from the SOME options returned by f applied to the elements of the input list. In the case that f

applied to an element results in NONE, that element does not generate a corresponding value in the result list.
You may find Option.isSome and Option.valOf to be of use.
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Note: no credit will be earned for solutions that use List.mapPartial since you are being asked to implement
the same function.

For example,

- mapSome (fn x => if x > 0 then SOME x else NONE) [1, 2, ~3, 4, ~55];

val it = [1,2,4] : int list

- mapSome (fn x => if x > 0 then SOME (Int.toString x) else NONE) [1, 2, ~3, 4, ~55];

val it = ["1","2","4"] : string list

Part 4

memberExists: ”a list * ”a → bool
You may ignore the inevitable “calling polyEqual” warning.
Write a function named memberExists that implements a list membership test. Given a pair of a list of values

and a singular value, the function must return true if the value appears in the list and false otherwise. This
function must be written using only a single call to the List.exists function; memberExists must not be recursive.

(This is a reimplementation of memberRec from the previous assignment, but using a higher-order function in
place of explicit recursion.)

For example,

- memberExists ([1,2,3], 2);

val it = true : bool

- memberExists ([1,2,3], 4);

val it = false : bool

Part 5

getOrElse: (”a * ’b) list * ”a * ’b → ’b
Use List.find to write a function named getOrElse that takes, as a tuple, a list of key-value pairs, a key, and

a default value. This function must return the value that corresponds to the specified key if found (the first such
value, if the key appears multiple times), or the provided default value if the key is not found. getOrElse must not
be recursive.

For example,

- getOrElse ([("a", 9), ("b", 7), ("c", 12)], "a", ~1);

val it = 9 : int

- getOrElse ([("a", 9), ("b", 7), ("c", 12)], "x", ~1);

val it = ~1 : int

Part 6
Consider the following datatype that defines a list somewhat analogous to ML’s built-in list type.

datatype ’a List =

ListNode of ’a * ’a List

| EmptyList

;

Using this datatype, one can represent an int List analogous to the ML list [3,2,1] as follows.

ListNode (3, ListNode (2, ListNode (1, EmptyList)))

lengthList: ’a List → int
Write a function named lengthList to compute the length of a ’a List value. If invoked on the example above,

the result would, as expected, be 3 (corresponding to the number of nodes).

For example,
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- lengthList EmptyList;

val it = 0 : int

- lengthList (ListNode (3, ListNode (2, ListNode (1, EmptyList))));

val it = 3 : int

Part 7

mapList: (’a → ’b) → ’a List → ’b List
Write a function named mapList for the ’a List datatype. This function is analogous to the standard map for

ML’s ’a list, but must be written in terms of the constructors above.

For example,

- mapList (fn x => x * x) EmptyList;

val it = EmptyList : int List

- mapList (fn x => x * x) (ListNode (3, ListNode (2, ListNode (1, EmptyList))));

val it = ListNode (9, ListNode (4, ListNode (1, EmptyList))) : int List

Part 8
Consider the following datatype defining an n-ary tree (i.e., a tree with an arbitrary number of subtrees).

datatype ’a NTree =

NTreeNode of {value: ’a, children: ’a NTree list}

| EmptyNTree

;

sumNTree: int NTree → int
Write a function named sumNTree that takes an n-ary tree that contains integer values and that returns the sum

of the values within the tree.

For example,

- sumNTree EmptyNTree;

val it = 0 : int

- sumNTree (NTreeNode {value=4, children=[]});

val it = 4 : int

- sumNTree (NTreeNode {value=4, children=[EmptyNTree]});

val it = 4 : int

- sumNTree (NTreeNode {value=4,

children=[

NTreeNode {value=9, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=2, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=6, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=10, children=[]}

]});

val it = 31 : int

Part 9

gatherNTree: ’a NTree → ’a list
Write a function named gatherNTree that takes an n-ary tree and that returns a list of the values within the

tree (where each node’s value precedes those of its children, order as in the sublist).

For example,

- gatherNTree EmptyNTree;

val it = [] : int list

- gatherNTree (NTreeNode {value=4, children=[]});
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val it = [4] : int list

- gatherNTree (NTreeNode {value=4, children=[EmptyNTree]});

val it = [4] : int list

- gatherNTree (NTreeNode {value="these",

children=[

NTreeNode {value="are", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="the", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="tree’s", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="values", children=[]}

]});

val it = ["these", "are", "the", "tree’s", "values"] : string list

Part 10

foldNTree: (’a * ’b list → ’b) → ’b → ’a NTree → ’b
Write a function named foldNTree that acts similarly to the foldr/foldl functions on a list. This function

takes another function (used to build a result from a node’s internal value and a list of the results of folding each of
its children), a value to return when the base case is reached, and an n-ary tree. foldNTree returns either the result
of the application of the input function on a node or the default base case value.

You can approach the implementation of this function as a generalization of the prior two functions.

For example,

- foldNTree (fn (v, kids’) => String.concatWith " " (v :: kids’)) ""

(NTreeNode {value="these",

children=[

NTreeNode {value="are", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="the", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="tree’s", children=[]},

NTreeNode {value="values", children=[]}

]});

val it = "these are the tree’s values" : string

- foldNTree (fn (v, kids’) => v + (List.foldl op+ 0 kids’)) 0

(NTreeNode {value=4,

children=[

NTreeNode {value=9, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=2, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=6, children=[]},

NTreeNode {value=10, children=[]}

]});

val it = 31 : int
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Logistics

• Strive for simplicity in your programming. Write short helper functions.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Part Percentage

1 10
2 10
3 10
4 10
5 10
6 10
7 10
8 10
9 10
10 10


